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Why do you use the Student Recreation Center? Tweet @The_BG_News with the hashtag #BGRecandletusknow!

LEVAS, an ensemble of
University students, sang
songs about AfricanAmerican culture
on Tuesday.
See photos on
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New online
map helps
track time
Parking Services responds
to commuter complaints by
calculating walking times
By Brian Bohnart
Reporter

University senior and commuter Alex Bahret can easily get
from his car to his morning
shift at ITS inside Hayes Hall
in roughly five minutes; but if
he makes the decision to grab
a quick bite to eat, his easy-tofind spot in Lot 5 will be gone,
forcing him to park in Lot 10
near the Ice Arena.
The 10 to 15-minute trek from
the lot to Hayes is often a nuisance when trying to find a convenient spot to get to work on
time, Bahret said.
But, according to the
University's new interactive
tracking tool, the average walking time of 10 minutes, 15 seconds is right on schedule.
Parking Services calls the
new tool the Online Walking
Times map.
Aaron Kane, Shuttle and
Parking Services manager,
came up with the idea for the
interactive map as a way to
help commuters plan their days
when they need to walk from a
commuter parking lot to an academic building in the shortest
time possible.
"[Parking
Services]
worked with Marketing and
Communications, along with
Design and Construction for
See MAP | Page 2

Spring break, withstanding New Year's Resolutions contribute to increase in Student Recreation Center patrons
By TyUr Buchanan
Reporter

Two months after making fitness New Year's Resolutions,
students are keeping their
promises.
With two months down
and just ten more to go, the
Student Recreation Center
saw a boost in visitors during
January, with nearly 34,000
student swipes the first
month of the new semester.
In February, the trend
continued.

"Typically what we see is
for the student population ...
February is one of our busiest
months," said Faith Yingling,
director of Recreation and
Wellness.
As student attendance at
the Rec rises, the need for fitness classes stays constant,
Yingling said.
"We've actually had to add
some spinning classes due to
demand," she said.
New Year's Resolutions are
not necessarily the only reasons for high turnout.

SOLIDARITY FOR SURVIVNG STUDENTS

Colder weather keeps students from exercising outside,
forcing them to the Rec during winter months, Yingling
said. Also, students may exercise at the Rec in preparation
for spring break.
Megan Nolan, a sophomore
center manager at the Rec,
agreed that break contributes
to the rise in student numbers, because students planning to go on vacation may go
See REC | Page 2

REC CENTER VISITORS
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August: 16,455
September: 52.940
October: 27,481
November: 24.584
December: 12,726
January: 55,841
February 55,159

"Note: Numbers depicted for August
are for swipes between August 22 and
August 51 only.
Information provided by David Hollmger.
assistant director in the department of
Recreation and Wellness

Students swarm Blackboard
to register for fall 2012 classes
Officials say process is 'going smoothly' this semester
By Tyler Buchanan
Reporter

AIYSSA GANNON

THEBGNFWS

JESSICA LASH, junior, and Knsten Kilger. sophomore, sign a board for Angelica Morrnile. one of two sorority sisters who survived the Interstate 75 crash on March
2. Five boards were set up m the Falcons Nest in the Union so students, fnends and faculty members could send their thoughts to the women and the* families.

Days after returning from
spring break, many students
are already looking towards
next semester.
Class registration for the 2012
fall semester officially began
Tuesday. Like a virtual "Black
Friday," hundreds of students
scrambled on Blackboard this
morning, hoping to secure
spots in classes next fall.
"Registration
is going
smoothly,"
said
Dave
Kielmeyer, University spokesperson.
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What's on the menu?

Postseason play begins

Financial aid system falters

Visit our website
Thursday to read about
research from the
@ University's Nutrition
Association.

The men's and women's basketball
teams begin their postseason play
this week. The men play in the CIT
and the women play in the first round
oftheWNII|PAGE6

Managing Editor Aksa Widman
addresses flaws in the federal
financial aid system, arguing students
who work hard should be assisted
more in avoiding debt | RAGE 4

March 18 & 20
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Seniors and graduate students made up the 4,716 students eligible to register for
classes on Tuesday, he said.
Not all students, however, are
quick to register for classes. Of
the 4,716 possible registrants,
only half usually enrolled on
the first day in years past,
Kielmeyer said.
Using Blackboard with class
registration can be problematic for many students, from
remembering to check their
See CLASSES I
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What brings you to the Rec?
** I go there lor the
eye candy «•

ANTHONY
ARENA
Sophomore,
Accounting/Finance

-.FINAL
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LOCATION * LOCATION * LOCATION
The Clazel is simply the best place
to hold your next special event
or fundraiser

.),;//, BOOMER &
>

DJ MANNY

' 18 &Up* 21 & over FREE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel
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BLOTTER
FRI., MARCH 9
3:37 P.M.
A fire was reported in South Hall.

SUN., MARCH 11
12:10 A.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported on Ridge Street.

5:49 P.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported in Founders.

11:28 P.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported in McDonald West

MON., MARCH 12
1:53 P.M.
Complainant reported a blue
snakeskm wallet stolen from an
unlocked vehicle within the 100
block of Railtoad St. The incident
occurred on March 9 and the
wallet contained a driver's license,
BGl Card and credit cards.

For more information go to:
clazel.net * facebooK.com/clazel

'&&^

2:13 P.M.
A complainant within the 500
block of N. Enterprise St. reported an unauthorized charge to his
bank account. It was determined
the fraud happened in Toledo
during last December.

5:03 P.M.
A debit card was reported to be
taken within the 1300 block of E.
Wooster St. and used in Dayton,
Ohio, and Troy, Ohio.

reported in University Hall.

Cheyenne M. Nawrot 20. of
Toledo, was cited for assured
clear distance ahead near East
Napoleon and Manville streets
after an accident that caused an
injury.

9:58 P.M.
Jeffrey R. Tittle. 47, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for assault
within the 1400 block of E.
Wooster St.

5:32 P.M.
Erica L Reese. 22, of Bowling
Green, was cited for fight of way
at a red light near North Prospect
and East Court streets after an
accident that caused an injury.

6:51 P.M.
An ambulance assistance was

5:27 P.M.

MAP
the development," Kane
said. "The map was created to help commuter
students as they plan
their day."
The map can be
accessed on the Parking
Services page of the
University's
website,
Kane said.
While using the map,
students can click on the
parking lot they plan to
park in and then move
their cursor over the
desired building. Above
the cursor, a small window will pop-up, displaying the average
walking time for the trip.
"We used students
with stop watches to
establish times," Kane
said. "Different students
would leave from the
same parking lot at different times of the day
and these times were
then averaged to create

ALYSSAGANNON I IMBdMWS
patrons this semester, which some University officials attribute to New Year's Resolutions and spnng break vacations.

REC
From Page 1
to the Rec in the weeks
prior lo improve their
fitness.
"After spring break is
when I think [the numbers] die down," she said.
The Rec also offers a
New Year's Resolution
Membership
Special,
which provides a reduced
price for a spring semester membership, according to the Department of
Recreation and Wellness
website.
Overall, community

members tend to visit
the Rec more consistently than students, said
Caroline Keller, a sophomore personal trainer
and center manager.
"It depends on the time
of day, too," Keller said.
"Especially in the mornings and early afternoons, it's definitely
more community members ... Once you hit, like,
4 o'clock, that's when all
the students (come]."
Maintaining the high
student rates is sometimes
a
challenge,
Yingling said. In the fall
semester, the Rec saw

similar growth during
the month of September,
with numbers dropping
in subsequent months.
The Rec offers a variety of programs, from
group exercise classes to
various workshops and
equipment orientations,
according to its wel

itt1RitotrofBtt,iflj"n

I Students can find
more information on
programs and classes
available at the Rec at
www.bgsu.edu/offices/
sa/recwell/facilities/
page68555.html.

ONLINE ONLY
Visit BGNews.com Thursday for...
Interactive Blotter

Feature Photo

Track crime in
the city and on J^^
campus on a Wfb J
blotter map
\ /

Find out what
photo will be
featured on our
homepage
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Stay informed more easily with
The BG News by following us on
Facebook and TXvitter

PARKING
YOUR BIKE
IS NOT AN
EMERGENCY
So please don't chain it to any
of the blue, emergency light poles.
THIS MISS»6E BROUGHT 10 fOU BY .
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map ..." Students' using
those times to plan their
day can feel confident in
their accuracy. Of course,
inclement weather may
impact those times."
The map was completed nearly a month ago
and its development was
funded completely by
Parking Services, Kane
said.
Dan
Lemmerbrock,
manager at the data hub
and resource center was
in charge of creating the
background map that
had the interactive elements installed on it.
Lemmerbrock,
who
has made many of the
University's other maps,
fitted the product to
Parking Services' specifications.
"We created the parking map you see in brochures and online," he
said. "We took the standard one and did some
research and we modified it."
The background map
took about eight hours

WANT MORE INFO.?

3:16 A.M.
Complainant reported a bottle
of perfume and some loose
tobacco stolen from a vehicle
within the 200 block of E.
Napoleon Road. The products

were both valued at $10 and the
seals were torn off the passenger
and driver side doors to gain
entry, causing $200 in damage

[\ ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
■J complete blotter Irst

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

"We used students with stop watches

From Page 1

STUDENTS use the elliptical machines al the Student Recreation Center during fall semester. The Rec has seen increased

TUES., MARCH 13

Kf/i/r

to establish times... Different students
would leave from the same parking lot
at different times of the day..."
Aaron Kane | Shuttle and Parking Services Manager
to complete during
a few days, with most
of the work involving
meetings with Parking
Services to discuss specific aesthetic choices,
Lemmerbrock said.
"We had to come up
with the specific colors
that IParking Services]
wanted to use for the
lots and for the buildings," he said. "But it
was Marketing and
Communications that
came up with the interactive application part
of it."
Danielle Arbinger, a
designer with 15 years
of experience in programming and coding,
worked with Marketing
and Com;
icatipns to
programme map
Despite her experience, Arbinger, an
Ohio University graduate, said she did have
some difficulty making
sure the interactive elements worked together
properly.
"They came to me
with the idea, but they
weren't sure if we could
do it exactly the way they
wanted to," she said.
"There are two different
functions of the map, so 1
had to find codes for each
one and get them to work
together and with the
[Content Management
System]. That was the
toughest part, but I was
very pleased we were
able to make it work for
the client."
The development of the
Online Walking Times
map came in response
to a growing number
of commuter students
expressing concern over
limited parking spaces
available in their designated lots, Kane said.

Bahret is one such student, and he still isn't
convinced the parking
problems will subside.
Bahret said he thinks
the new map is a good
tool, but most students
will probably forget about
it rather quickly. He also
said the University is
more concerned with
making money off of
ticketing
commuters
than with helping them
find better parking and
walking routes.
With convenient commuter parking still an
existing problem, Bahret
said a good option for
commuters would be for
Parking and Traffic to
stop ticketing commuters and tojuild a parking
garage on campus to provide more parking snat«*
to students.
"Parking and Traffic's
response to all capacity complaints is that
[faculty and staff] have
something like 10 more
spots than commuters,
so everyone can have
a spot," Bahret said.
"Unfortunately,
this
includes some insane
locations like those
across Wooster [Streetl
and Poe IRoad]. I can
promise that the ratio
of staff parking spots to
staff Imembers] is far
higher than the ratio of
student parking spots
to students."

WANTTO USE THE
ONLINE MAP?
I Go to the Packing
Services page of the
University's website and
click on the "Campus
Walking Times" link or visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/
parking/pagel 07156.html

D4D%YAUjJCMA^Ljb
During Homecoming of 1975/University students made the
Guinness Book of World Records for the world's longest snake
dance that included 3376 people (longest conga line).
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— 2012-2013 —

• Reduced Rates in 2011»
* Apartments Available *
• Semester Leases »
» Minutes from BGSU •
* Pet friendly community »
• Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
local ed at*
300 Napoleon Road
In Bowling Green
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"EXTRA, EXTRA"
RHIWUMiniT!

$99 security
deposit for 2012
school year if lease
signed before 3.31.12
with a 12 month lease
MUST SHOW COUPON TO
RECEIVE DISCOUNT

419-352-6335

•%••■#
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IBdrmsiStudios

^WB®****
**
202 Merry
131 Church
832 Third
606 Fifth
921 Fourth
419-308-24546

*.
#

Spring Special:
1/2 Month Free

*'#

with I Year Lease'

* Now Accepting Applications #
#
«
#
1^

for Spring Louts
Near BGSU.
Private palio/entrarice.
Extra storage.
Pets welcome
Short-term leases
available.

419-352-7691

*
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cormoranto.com
"lome rtttrktions apply
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'LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING'
Ensemble entertains, performs at Wood County District Public Library
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PHOTOS BY ALYSSA GANNON I THE BG NEWS
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BOTTOM: Kirsten Crockett junior, serenades an audience member while singing a solo dunncj the LEVAS ensemble at the
Wood County Distnd Public Library. The group consists of eight graduate and undergraduate students (rom the University. Its
name rs an acronym for "Lift Every Voice and Sing." a song often referred to as the "Black National Anthem"
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professor of voice in the College of Musical Arts.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Shanjaleta Gardner, graduate student, sings to those who gathered at the library Tuesday evening About 40
people from the community came to watch LEVAS sing music that defines African-American culture, including slave songs, gospel.
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TOP RIGHT: Members of LEVAS act out a scene from African-American history. The group "traces the history of AfricanAmerican culture, as well as the development of African-American music." said Myra Merritl the ensemble's faculty adviser and a
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;azz and rap.
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BOTTOM RIGHT: Errin Brooks, graduate student, as well as the rest of the ensemble, pulled people from the audience to show
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off their dance moves during the song "Rapper's Delight"
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STATE

UNIVERSITY

Start Dates:
March
March
March
March
April
April
April

12
12
13
15
2
4
6

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Go to:
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3.SELECT > add

Questions?
Call the
Registration Hotline:
419-372-4444
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday- Friday

Office of Registration and Records • 110 Administration Bldq,

You can acceu, everything that you need, including
toriaU, via the "Student Center" at the MyBGSUporta,
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET WhatbringsyoutotheRec?
"I go there
with the
cheerleading

"I go there to
get 'swell"

"It looks nice
and it's well
kept"

"I work there."

team"

k

, VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own takt on
today's People On The

MICHAEL KUHARIK

SAMMIFRAMKENBERG

JACK ENGLISH

Y WILLIAMS

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Gtvt us your '

Junior.

lesfcada^lnrsw-iom

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Some separation
can ease the pain
^^•STEPHAHKEO
*\^jW FORUM EDITOR

I am a firm believer in the
phrase, "Time heals all
wounds." Some separation,
on a personal level, can he
quite beneficial.
Case in point, prior to
Spring break, I was on the
brink of a meltdown with
my friends. Their little idiosyncrasies and quirks were
driving me insane. I felt if I
had to be in the room with
any one of them for one more
week, then 1 would surely
slap someone.
But then, break began to
set in.
Within the first three days
of not seeing these people,
I began to miss them as
human beings and how they
contributed to my life, and
after the week, I began to
miss their weird mannerisms as well.
Coming back from break,
1 embraced these friends,
the same friends I almost
screamed at, with open
arms. It gave me time to miss
them and forget the previous
problems I had with them.
I believe this time away
from them made me realize
what life would be like without them and how much 1
value every aspect of each of
their personalities.
After all, their personalities and interests make up
parts of my life.
This same theory can be
applied to other aspects of
life, let's say, "partying."

Giving back to
University makes impact

It seems like every
Thursday and Friday, a
good amount of people are
updating their Facebooks
and tweeting about how
much they want to drink
and get messed up, but then
Saturday and Sunday mornings roll around and they are
tweeting about how they are
never going to drink again.
But give it a few days
and they will be desiring
the same activities they
just denounced.
The days during the week,
which separate each party,
are just enough to allow you
to cure and detox your mind
and body.
It's the perfect amount of
time for you to forget about
how bad you felt on Sunday
morning and remember how
good you felt Saturday night.
As with many theories,
this can be applied to dating
as well.
The phrase "taking a
break" is tossed around, but
how often do the relationships go back into full swing
when the break is finished? I
have never seen it.
That's because many couples wait too long to have a
little bit of separation.
A recent mass Facebook
status proclaims the desire
of having a man who would
rather ditch his friends on
the weekend and stay at
home and plan for the future
with his girlfriend.
If that were to happen all
the time, everyone would go
insane. I'm not afraid to say
it. It would be horrific to be

The recent article which
focused on the Believe in BG
initiative and student philanthropy, ("Seniors urged
to 'Believe in BG'," Feb. 29),
was extremely meaningful to
me on a very personal level.
I received my undergraduate
degree from the University in
1980, and during spring semester of my senior year, made a
gift to my Senior Challenge.
The day I received my

My small gift many years
ago and the subsequent gifts 1
have made to my beloved abna
mater are the most meaningful
investments I have ever made.
Currently, as a volunteer director of the BGSU
Foundation Inc., I have the
privilege and opportunity to
regularly witness the generosity of donors who make gifts
of all amounts and who also
donate time and expertise to
benefit University students.
I know firsthand the enormous impact of these gifts

diploma, I had $521 in my
bank account and, like many
students today, had accumulated a hefty student loan debt
Also, much like today, the
United States economy was in
a recession and employment
prospects were tenuous at best.
s: 111 most members of my
senior class made a gift or
pledge to the University to
show their appreciation for
the education and experiences they had received and
as an investment for the
benefit of future students.

in the daily lives and experiences of our students.
IapplaudtheBGNewsforthe
exposure given to this important initiative, and I encourage
all seniors to "Believe in BG" by
making a gift or pledge in support of future Falcons and as an
investment in our University.
Once
a
Falcon,
always
a
Falcon!

— Theresa Popp Braun.
Chair-Beet
BGSUFoundation, Inc.

SPRING BREAK 2012

who.! you "imaaified See'too.
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See REED | Page 5
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USG presidential candidates look to represent student body

Election season has come,
once again, not only to the
national stage but locally to
the University in the form
of Undergraduate Student
Government elections.
From April 2 to 5,
University undergraduate
students can vote online for
USG candidates from their
respective academic college
and residence hall, as well
as candidates for at-large
and Off-Campus senatorial
seats. Shameless plug alert
— please vote for yours truly,

Matthew Thacker, for offcampus senator if you are an
off-campus student.
But the USG candidates
that will garner the most
attention this election — like
every year — are those vying
for the USG presidency.
This year, I am proud to
say we are fortunate to have
two very qualified people
running to replace Emily
Ancinec as USG president:
Tabitha Timbrook and Alex
Solis, current USG senators.
On the surface, Solis, a
sophomore majoring in
sports management, and
Timbrook, a junior majoring in political science,
have quite a few things in
common.
Both have served for two

THE KNEW
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone; (419) 372-6966
Email; thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

years as senators in USG
and both currently chair
their respective USG committees; Timbrook chairs
the Academic Affairs committee .while Solis chairs
Auxiliary Affairs.
Via interviews by email,
both candidates expressed
their love for he city and
University and their commitment to work for the students.
"I want to be given the
chance to be the voice for
every undergraduate and
be able to hold University
administrators accountable,"
Solis said.
"Being USG president
would provide me with the
amazing opportunity to represent the voice of the student body and to continue

AUSSA W1DMAH, MANAGING EDITOR
MAX FUN, NEWS EDITOR

to make this University the
best it can possibly be,"
Timbrook said.
The two candidates' opinions on many of the topics
affecting the student body
will be on display when
they debate later in the
month — the time and place
of the debate has not been
announced yet, but details
are expected to be finalized
later this week.
Timbrook said the first
goal of her presidency would
be to "make sure that every
student in BG was positively
affected by something that
USG accomplished. Whether
it [is] through school spirit
initiatives, green initiatives,
revised University policies,
etc., my job as president, and

number one goal, would be to
ensure that the student voice
was heard and responded to."
Solis agrees that responding to the wants and needs
of the student population
should be the number one
job for the new presidential
administration.
"If elected, the general
goal would to represent the
student body and be their
voice in everything that I
do. The number one goal
would be to work to complete our platform every
day, be held accountable,
and follow through with our
campaign promises."
As with any presidential
candidate, the decision to
choose a running mate is
often the first — and tough-

est — decision to be made.
"My running mate is
David Neely," Solis said. "And
I asked him to be the VicePresidential candidate for
many reasons ... His involvement with his fraternity, him
being a resident adviser, his
service in USG, and his experiences in Dance Marathon
all stood out to me."
Solis said he and Neely are
a team, adding, "Not only is
David a good friend, candidate, and teammate, but he is
a leader and I learn from him
everyday."
"My
running
mate
is Jonathan Zachrich,"
Timbrook said. "Jon has
See THACKER | PageS
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United States financial aid system Keep mind open
while stressed
needs merit-based revisions

FAFSA — the acronym makes
me cringe.
Few college students
probably know what its letters stand for, but I'm sure
many have experienced its
repercussions.
I received the last financial aid package of my college career this past week
from the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid, the form
all students must complete
to receive federally funded
Financial assistance for higher education.
Once again, I was disappointed, but that's nothing new.
Like many college students, I've recently adopted a
desensitized mindset of "Oh
well, a few more thousands
of dollars of debt won't hurt
me anymore."
1 wince, thoughtlessly
click the "accept" button and
add a few more loans to my
collection.
Nonetheless, in the back
of my mind, I can't help but
think it shouldn't have to be
this way.
I'm a hard-working student
with excellent grades. I'm
involved in the campus community. I've worked a summer job since I was 14.
I pay my bills on time,
and with the exception of an
occasional speeding ticket. I
rarely get into trouble.
So why, year after year, do
I find myself scrambling to
make Financial ends meet?
The answer is simple, but
its solution is uncertain:
America's Financial aid sys-

REED
From Page 4
around the same person,
all the time, talking about
the future.
The reason my relationship is so functional is
because there is a three to
four day stretch in between

THACKER
From Page 4
three years of experience on
USG, has served as the chair
of a committee, and has
proven his dedication to this
University and the student
voice. He has worked primarily in student affairs issues:
dining, Union renovations,
the Learning Commons, etc.,
which provides a good balance to my experience with
academic affairs."

tem is flawed.
My lack of federal financial
aid isn't because of what I am
—it's because of what I'm not.
I'm not rich. I'm not poor.
I'm not in an unfortunate
family situation and I'm
not filing my FAFSA as an
independent.
The FAFSA, by focusing
strictly on demographics,
family circumstances and
income, rather than academic achievements, favors
families on the extreme ends
of the spectrum and disadvantages those in the "middle ground."
Families on the wealthy
end of the spectrum make
enough money to pay for
higher education up front.
These students benefit
because they don't require
loans, and as a result, avoid
accumulating significant
debt prior to graduation.
Families on the poor end
of the spectrum have access
to extensive need-based
grants — essentially "free
money" that doesn't need
to be paid back after graduation. These students also
benefit by avoiding a slew
of debt prior to graduation
through the FAFSA.
But what about families
like mine, which fall under
neither of these categories?
Well, when I was accepted
into college, I like to say all I
received from the FAFSA was
a pat on the back and a "good
luck, kid."
Loans are the only federal
aid I receive, and they don't
even fully cover my tuition.
As a result, I've applied for
every merit-based scholarship I can get my hands on.
Even after several sleepless
nights of filling out applications, gathering letters of recommendation and writing

essays, the meager scholarship funds I receive still don't
cut it.
The solution: I take out
more private loans, and the
vicious cycle continues.
I'm significantly in debt,
and I'm not ashamed to say it,
because according to recently
circulated statistics, I'm clearly not alone.
Americans now owe more
on their student loans than
on their car loans or credit
cards, according to a new
report from the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York
referenced by several major
media outlets this past week.
Student loan debt now
totals about $870 billion
nationally, according to
the report.
Debt from car loans and
credit cards total about
$730 billion and $693 billion, respectively.
These numbers aren't so
obscure when we consider
that Bowling Green State
University was ranked highest in Ohio in 2011 for student loan debt. The average
debt for a BGSU graduate was
$31,515 this past year.
Both the local numbers
and the national trends are
not and should not be considered acceptable.
Something must be done
to alleviate the vast amounts
of debt that have become
synonymous with higher
education.
If not, 1 fear many intelligent, academically gifted students might be discouraged

from attending college.
A large load of debt is
stressful, and arranging for
funds to cover each semester
can be both time-consuming
and tumultuous.
I don't write this column for
myself — it's too late for me.
My damage is done, and the
bill I'll receive this December
exceeding $25,000 will attest
to that fact.
It is my hope, however, that
by addressing this problem,
1 can ignite a small spark of
a conversation that needs
to soon be set ablaze in the
world of higher education.
America's financial aid
system needs revising, most
specifically through more
merit-based aid, which could
reward students who consisenly succeed academically
by helping them dodge discouraging debt.
After all, aren't academics
(allegedly) the reason students attend college in the
first place?
An increase in merit-based
aid could ensure academically gifted students in the "middle ground" of the income
spectrum don't fall through
the cracks because of financial limitations.
Maybe then, the FAFSA's
"promise of postsecondary
education to all Americans,"
as advocated on its website,
can be a realistic, attainable
goal.

times I get to see my girlfriend. It's just enough to
make me always miss her
and it gives me time to hang
out with my friends and
acquire things to talk about
when her and I are together.
In past relationships,
when I was smothered by
my partner, I would run out
of things to say, I would get

annoyed with the person's
quirks and I began to hate
almost everything the individual did. But now, when
I am granted freedom, I
look forward to seeing my
girlfriend every Wednesday
and weekend.
A little time off between
friends, girlfriends (and
boyfriends) and many other

wearing activities allows you
to anticipate those things
once again.
Too much of a good thing is
a bad thing, but just enough
to keep you waiting couldn't
be better.

Timbrook said Zachrich's
"experience, school spirit,
and dedication to the students of this University cannot be matched."
I believe regardless of who
is elected USG President in
April, the University is the real
winner because either way we
will have a USG President who
truly cares about the wants
and needs of the students.
You can do your own
homework about Solis and
Timbrook before deciding who to cast your vote for

by visiting their Facebook
groups:
Solis/Neely page: www.
facebook.com/pages/
SolisNeely-For-USG-Presiden
tVP-2012/188824557899060
Timbrook/Zachrich
page: www.facebook.com/
pages/Tabitha-Timbrookand-Jon-Zachrich-forUSG-President-andVP/240579579368289?ref=ts

"Americans now owe more on their
student loans than on their car loans or
credit cards, according to a new report
from the Federal Bank of New York..."

Respond to Alissa at
thenews@bgnews.com

Respond to Stephan at
thenews@bgnews.com

In my family's kitchen there is
a small glass terrarium filled
with water.
A single water lily continues to grow, requiring the
removal of leaves occasionally so that it may remain in
the enclosure. A blue betta
swims in his habitat as four
snails never tire of exploring
this little world.
I had recognized the
beauty of betta fish in the
past and the blue betta was
no exception, but I certainly
didn't expect these snails
to be so fascinating. Yet,
through my spring break,
I found myself repeatedly
watching these snails.
These little creatures
moved much faster than I
had anticipated, climbing the
walls, plant, and each other
as well as moving around like
little vacuums over the gravel.
Unexpectedly, the largest
snail could be found at the
surface pulling water through
himself in order to suck fish
food pellets into his mouth.
To my further surprise, I
noticed one of the smallest
snails floating in the water
one day.
The snail had just the
right amount of air in its
shell so that it was submerged, but floating.
Regularly, the snails
would drop back to the bottom of the tank by disconnecting themselves from
the glass that they had
climbed to the top.
Twice, 1 witnessed snails
that had accidentally landed
on their backs turning themselves right side up.
It may seem strange,
but watching these snails
reminded me of wonder.
I cannot speak for you, but
I know that wonder is something I have a tendency to forget in the busyness and stress
of life. But, there are so many
reasons to remember wonder
as we go through life.
Even an animal as small
and simple as a snail is incred-
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Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com

ibly intricate and, in the case
of these snails, rather lively.
It seems to be so easy to
overlook the beauty of the
world
This may be due to sufferings, but perhaps more often
to daily familiarity with life
and our surroundings.
For a class this week. 1
watched a John Cage's recording of "4'33"."
For those unfamiliar with
this piece, it is a musical
composition in three parts
and consists of silence. The
orchestra sits silently for
the duration of the performance and the audience
docs the same.
Within this performance
it is possible to hear many
small sounds that would normally not be noticed during
a concert, such as a cough or
the sound of someone shifting positions.
This performance, perhaps
more than the snails, was a
surprise of wonder.
Just as I had watched the
snails more intently than the
beautiful betta, I found that I
listened to the silent performance much more intently
than 1 had listened to the
musical performance of the
high school concert I attended several days prior.
1 appreciated the beauty of
the betta and admired him,
but was drawn to the new
fascination of the snails.
I also appreciated the
music of the live concert
1 attended and enjoyed it,
but found myself drawn
more deeply into the
silence of "4'33"."
In both cases, I was reminded of wonder through the fascination of the unexpected.
However, being reminded
of wonder in this way helps
me, in turn, to see the rest
of the world again with
renewed senses.
I hope that you may also
remember wonder no matter how stressful the semester
may become.
After all. life is awe-inspiring when we allow ourselves
to see like children.
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JULIAN HALFHILL BG guard, passes the ball while playing against Central Michigan. The Falcons recently (ell to the Chippewas in the MAC semifinals

TOM NEPOMUCENO

IHEBGNEWS

SCOTT THOMAS. BG forward, goes up (or a layup between two defenders in a game eaHier this season

TOURNAMENT TIME
Women's basketball to seek home season record in first round of WNIT in Stroh Center
ByMkhabWywdd
Assistant Sports Editor

Back to the Stroh we go.
The women's basketball team
will be making another appearance in the Stroh Center, not in the
NCAA tournament, but for the first
round of the Women's National
Invitation Tournament.
The Falcons found out late Monday
night, after BG got the announcement
that they would be hosting Baylor vs.
UC Santa Barbara and Ohio St. vs.
Florida in the Stroh. that their season
had not yet come to an end.
Thursday the Falcons will host
Virginia Commonwealth University
to begin their postseason play.
Head coach Curt Miller was gratefultheywouldbeableto have a home
game, despite playing host to the
NCAA tournament.
"We've had our fingers crossed

since our loss in Cleveland we would
get a home game on Thursday and
have an opportunity to play in front of
our home crowd," Miller said.
BG earned an automatic berth
into the WNIT by winning the MidAmerican Conference season title.
VCU is 17-14 overall and is making
its fifth straight postseason appearance. This past year VCU ended its
run early in the WNIT with a loss to
St. Joseph in the first round.
Despite both teams' familiarity
with the WNIT, this is the first meeting between BG and VCU.
Senior Jessica Slagle said the
Falcons aren't certain about their
opponent's offense, but she feels they
have an understanding when it comes
to their defense and what they do.
"I think we are really going to
learn as we go, coaches and players
as a whole," she said.
Slagle, the only uniformed senior,

said it was especially hard for her to
lose so early in the MAC tournament.
"Personally, being a senior, it's
always going to sting," Slagle said.
"Feeling like we worked all year and
being disappointed like that, I think it
stung everyone."
After having the weekend off, the
team was back to practice on Monday
in preparation for the WNIT,
Slagle was excited to reach postseason
play for the eighth year in a row, and she
wants to enjoy the rest ofher time on the
team leaving the "right way" she said
"No one wants to leave on a loss
and you better believe were going to
try like heck to take this as far as we
can," Slagle said.
She has taken a step back and
tried to remember that any game
could be her last — last shot, last
WOMEN'S I

Men's basketball to face Oakland in postseason play
By The BG News Spore Staff

For the first time in three years, the
BG men's basketball team will be
playing in a postseason tournament
The Falcons will take on
Oakland on Wednesday night in
Rochester, Mich., as part of the
Collegeinsider.com Tournament, a
32-team field that is filled out following selections of teams to the
NCAA Tournament and the men's
National Invitational Tournament.
There are no seeds in the CTT field.
Rather, teams are re-paired following each round based on geographic
proximity. The Falcons are one of
four Mid-American Conference
teams in the field — Toledo, Buffalo
and Kent State are trie other three.
"We're excited about it, thankful
[to play another game]," said BG
coach Louis On. "The postseason
is an opportunity to play and com-

pete for championships, and it's a
fun time.
"It'salwaysagoalltoget into postseason tournaments]. We knew it
was a possibility, and the (II has
taken schools out of our conference
before, so we were hopeful. We kept
practicing in preparation."
At 16-15, the Falcons have
exceeded their win totals from the
previous two seasons, and their
nine conference wins are the most
since the 2008-09 season.
BG will look to end a dubious
streak against Oakland (17-15). The
Falcons have not won a postseason
tournament game since 1975, when
they defeated Tennessee 67-58
in the National Commissioner's
Invitational.
The Falcons are 3-3 all-time
See MEM'S | Page 7

Freshman forward battles through injuries to shine
By Mitt Ny.
Reporter

Freshman forward Dan DeSalvo
came into his first season with the
BG hockey team with high hopes
of getting playing time and chipping in some offense for his team.
Knowing the team had nine
freshmen on it, he also knew he
would get his opportunities to
shine for the Falcons.
During the regular season
DeSalvo chipped in here and there
with goals and assists, but more
importantly, he battled through
his injuries and kept playing hard.
Coach Chris Bergeron said
DeSalvo is a pure hockey player
who makes hockey plays.
"He has always been a guy that
scores big goals in big games,"
Bergeron said. "It isn't a surprise
he is contributing for us at a high
level. He has been looked upon to
create offense for a long time."
DeSalvo scored four goals
on the regular season, with his
first career goal coming in his
second collegiate game against

UConn. He also recorded eight
assists on the season, for a total
of 12 points in his first season
with the Falcons.
Battling injuries throughout
the season, DeSalvo missed nine
games, including sitting out five
straight games before the playoffs began. During that time he
got healthy and rested up for the
best scoring run in the history
of the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association playoffs.
"It's a great feeling," DeSalvo
said. "I just have to stay humble
and not get big-headed. We need
to keep our focus because we
aren't done yet."
DeSalvo already has the record
for goals scored in the CCHA playoffs in one season with 10. He
has scored 10 goals in six playoffs
game so far this season and he
will be playing in at least two
more games this weekend.
What makes DeSalvo's —
and the Falcons' — scoring run
remarkable are the scoring woes
they endured the whole season.

In the first playoff series, the
Falcons produced 11 goals in the
three games played. DeSalvo
started his run in this series with
five goals and one assist. He had
one more goal in those three
games than he recorded all regular season.
The most recent series against
No. 2 Ferris State started slow for
DeSalvo, but he wasn't going to
be denied.
After being kept off the score
sheet in game one, he mustered
up five more goals and two assists
in the next two games. In game
three, he scored three goals in
a row, including the game-winning goal in overtime to send the
Falcons to the semifinals at Joe
Louis Arena.
"I feel like I've been playing with a lot more confidence
lately," DeSalvo said. "We have
to play in the offensive zone as
much as possible to be able to do
what we were brought here to do.
I try to do my part to make our
team successful."

NCAA TOURNAMENT
BG to host first and second rounds of the NCAA Tournament
The Stroh Center will be home to multiple nationally ranked teams come Sunday.
BG is set to host the first and second rounds of the NCAA women's basketball
tournament Baylor will face UC Santa Barbara on Sunday at 12:15 p.m. and Ohio Sate
will play Florida on Mar. 20 at 7 p.m. in the Stroh Center.
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J EREMY SHAY swings at a pilch during the Falcons' home opener The Falcons won if* game 5-2 against Dayton, manufacturing 10 hits and committing only one error

Baseball wins home
opener against Dayton
ByRy.inS.itkowi.ik
Sports Editor

T.J. Losby had three hits
and drove in two runs and
lason Link threw three hitless innings of relief to lead
the BG baseball team to a
3-2 victory against Dayton
in its home opener Tuesday
afternoon.
With sunny skies and
gusty winds blowing out to
straight-away center field,
the Falcons played one of
their strongest games of
the season, allowing only
two runs on eight hits and
manufacturing three runs
off 10 hits
Perhaps most importantly,
the team only committed
one error.
"That's probably the first
time we've had all three
phases — pitching, defense
and hitting — and we did it
very well," said coach Uanny
Schmitz. "Defensively we
played well; I saw some nice
plays out there and offen-

WOMEN'S
From Page 6
time on the floor.
"I think if you approach it
like that I think it becomes
so much more enjoyable,"
Slagle said.
Although she will graduate
from BG this year, she has
the chance to become part
of history.
A win against VC0 not only
means another game in the
tournament, but it will be the

sively we executed enough
to scratch across three runs."
Patrick Martin started the
game for BG and pitched
exceptionally for the better
part of his outing. On a strict
pitch count, he threw four
innings, allowing one run
on five hits and two walks,
recording four strikeouts.
He struggled towards the
end of his outing, however,
loading the bases in the
fourth inning and allowing
two singles in the fifth without recording an out.
lason Link relieved him
and walked a batter to load
the bases, but BG got out of
both bases loaded situations
without allowing a run.
"1 thought the fourth was
key for [Patrick)." Schmitz
said. "He was on a pitch
count so we knew things
would get tight for him in
the fifth. Then lason came
in and got a huge line-drive
double play to help get out of
the fifth."

best home season record in BG to start in the Stroh Center.
"We're definitely going in it
women's basketball history.
"This is not the best team that to win it — don't believe any
Bowling Green has ever had, differently," Slagle said.
but they have the chance to be
in the record books as the best
home team ever." Miller said.
The Falcons tied last year's
home record of 14-1 with their
final regular season game
in the Stroh Center against
Miami University.
Winning against VCU
would make the Falcons'
home record 15-1, and Miller
said that would be a great way
WOOD LANE
RESIDENTIAL
SERVICE INC.

RES DENTIAL
ASS STANTS

needed insurance run, as
Nick Bruns gave up a leadoff
homer in the ninth.
Dayton got the potential
tying run to third base in the
inning, but Bruns was able to
finish the game to pick up his
first save of the season.
Link picked up his first
career win in relief. On the
season, he has allowed only
two earned runs in 14 1/3
innings pitched.
The two runs allowed by
BG was the fewest since it
allowed two runs in a win
against Dayton on Feb. 28.
"Everyone was hitting
their spots and keeping the
Dayton hitters off balance."
said Losby, who caught all
nine innings. "They were
throwing strikes with all
their pitches; they all did a
great job today."
The Falcons will be back in
action Wednesday afternoon
as they take on Malone at
home. First pitch at Stellar
Field is scheduled for 3 p.m.
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From Page 6
against Oakland, most recently facing the Grizzlies in 2007.
That game, a 90-80 loss, was
the only time Orr has led the
Falcons against the Grizzlies.
The Falcons' successes this season have been
directly linked to shooting
from distance. The Falcons
are 9-1 when they make
more three-pointers than
the opposition, and 7-14
when they make fewer.
Despite the team's near.500 record, several players are
having standout seasons.
Senior forward Scott
Thomas, a third-team /MIMAC selection, leads the
conference with 2.4 steals per
game. I lis 73 steals this season
are the second most in a season in school history, and he
needs one more steal to be the
third player in program history
to reach 200 steals.

Thomas also recently
moved into the top lOin school
history in career rebounds. He
is one of four players in MAC
history to be in the toplO in
school history in career
neb Hinds and career assists.
Center Cam Black also
has had a strong year, mostly
on the defensive end 1 lis 47
blocks are the fourth most in
a single season in BG history.
Forward A'uston Calhoun
built off a strong sophomore
campaign to have a solid season, culminating with a second-team All-MAC selection.
He leads BG with 13.5 points
per game and is second on
the team with 5.8 rebounds
per game.
Oakland coach Greg Kampe
is familiar with the Falcons,
having graduating from BGSU
in 1978. While enrolled, he
was a first-team Academic AllMAC selection in bt ith fixitball
and basketball.
Wednesday's game will tipoff at 7 p.m.
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Early in the game, mistakes cost the Falcons a
chance at potential runs. In
each of the first two innings,
BG had base runners thrown
out trying to extend plays.
Jeremy Shay was thrown out
in the fifth trying to extend
a double into a triple and
Logan Walker was thrown
out trying to stretch a single
into a double in the second.
Dayton scored both of its
runs on home runs, the first
by A.). Ryan in the second
inning and the second by
Zach Stewart in the ninth.
BG tied the game on a
double by Jesse Rait in the
third inning and went ahead
for good on a sacrifice fly by
D>sby. who entered the game
in the sixth inning batting 367.
"I thought I played well,
but 1 had a lot of guys around
me," Losby said. "The pitcher
played great and our defense
was outstanding."
Losby's RBI single in the
eighth inning provided the
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WIN!

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

Wednesday. March 14 & Thursday. March 15.2012 9

To enter the BG News NCAA Tournament Pick'em Contest
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the second round.
A correctly picked game in the second round will get you a point,
followed by two points in the third round, four in the fourth round, etc...
Choosing the correct winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie,
those in contention will be contacted prior to the championship game to
make a guess at the combined score of the teams.
There are 0 points awarded for the first four games played in the first round.

Compliments of The BG News & BGSU Bookstore
FIRST PLACE
$75 BGSU Bookstore Gift Certificate
SECOND PLACE
$50 BGSU Bookstore Gift Certificate
THIRD PLACE
$25 BGSU Bookstore Gift Certificate

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)—

.winning UNIVERSITY COURTS
tocation' UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
The Corner Of Clough & Mercer, One Block From Campus

D Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."
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Falcon Action
One & Two Bedroom Apartments

V
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Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Sine* 1978.
HONEST. FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

Stfon

Generous utility package
included in your rent (gas,
water, sewer, trash & 77
i,
channel cablevision)

BGSU.
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1-75
Clough Street

319 E. Wooster Slreel ' Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday "> Friday 8.30 lo 5:30 Saturday • 8:30 to 5 00

Visit our model
419-352-0164

419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

TIME TO RECHARGE?

+

DON'T RUN OUT
OF FALCON DOLLARS!

X
Save money. Live better.
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Need to upgrade or change your meal plan for Fall 2012?
Call BGSU Dining Accounting at 419.372.7933 for assistance.
\ m* ronMicHiui
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We Specialize
in Taxes,
Your Taxes.

Visit us on our Website for our
H&R BLOCK

At H&R we specialize in taxes. Our professionals are expertly trained
and always up to date with the changes in tax laws. Which is why they
can help prepare an accurate return, assuring you what you want most,
peace of mind.
Get it Right.
Click, call or come over.
hrblock.com • 800 HRBLOCK
H4R Block
Downtown Bowling Green
200 S Main St
Bowling Green OH 43402
©2011 HRB Tax Grouo. Inc

2012-2013
FULL LISTING!
GOING FAST!

!*j MECCA
Management Inc.

• Phone: 419-352-9467
• Fax: 419-352-7747
• Mon-Fn 9:00am-9:00pm
• Sat 9:00am-5:00pm
• Sun By Appointment
• Plenty of parking in rear.

Tees • Hoodies • Hats • Jackets • Sweats
Greeks .Teams • Crawls • Events . Floors

meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-5800
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS

be extensively renovated this summer a with the help of the external
individuals.

Provosts presents
master plan update to
Faculty Senate
Within the next few weeks, the
University will hire external professionals to oversee the $70 million master
plan of remodeling and demolishing
buildings on campus.
Three professionals will be hired:
a project manager, to be hired March
16, an executive architect, to be hired
March 50. and a construction manager,
to be hired April 15.
The construction will start later this
year.
Buildings slated for demolition are
the Family and Consumer Sciences
Building, the Education Building and
West Hall. The three oldest buildings
on campus. University, Moseley. and
Hanna halls, as well as South Hall, will

CLASSES
From Page 1

registration eligibility to
other technical issues.
"Last semester I forgot
to even check it," said
sophomore Brent Collins.
While Collins cannot
register for classes yet
this semester because of
his grade level, he said he
likes browsing the catalog for classes. Students
can add classes to their
schedule ahead of time
and then officially enroll
when they are eligible.
Sometimes, however,
Blackboard cannot handle the large amount of
students logging on all

BG

NEWS
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG Newt will noi knowingly
accept stlmilsemcnts ih.it discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any Individual 01 group on
the basis of race. sex. color creed,
religion national origin, aexual orientallon. dlubillty. slams as a veteran,
or on the basis of anv other legally
protected status.
The B41 News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
lo be defamatory, tacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval

Campus Events
EXPO Job and Intermhlp Fair
Tuesday. March 20th
Ballroom, BTSU 10 AM - 3 PM
Jobs! Internships! Co-ops!
More than 75 employers!
To see position listings:
Log-on WorkNet at MyBGSU
Career Center - hlre.bgsu.edu

Help Wanted
Days Inn now hiring for
FT maintenance, exp req.
No calls, apply in person at
1740 E. Wooster St. ask lor Kelly.

Rodney Rogers, provost and vice
president for academic affairs, presented the information at Tuesdays
Faculty Senate meeting.
"This is a serious renovation - this
is not new paint." Rogers said "We
will have a collection of investments
that will support academics at this
University"
Every classroom on campus will be
updated with new technology and new
furniture will be installed if need-be,
he said. A new business administration
building may also be added to the
master plan if additional funding is
collected.
With several buildings on campus
undergoing some type of construction,
some faculty members will relocate
to other available buildings during the
process.
"We don't want to move people
out of a location that works for them,"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Rogers said 'There are a lot of opportunities to think creatively about how
space is used"

Falcon Forensics team
heads to national
championships
Sixteen team members and two
coaches from the Falcon Forensics
and Debate Team headed to Kansas
City. Mo., on Tuesday to compete for a
national championship.
The National Comprehensive
Tournament National Championships
will take place March 15 to 19.
The University's team has qualified for neariy 90 individual and team
events, according to a press release
emailed by its director. Paul Alday.
It has been preparing since Jury for
the competition, which includes more
than 1,000 events.

ACROSS

In the past five years, the
University s team has won the national
championship twice.

at once.
For example, senior
Anne May said she had
trouble loading the class
catalog Tuesday morning
when trying to register.
"Other people in my
class had the same problem," she said.
Such technical difficulties are frustrating
for students fighting for
spots in highly coveted
class sections.
"It's not fair for people
who are trying to sign up
for classes so they have a
spot," May said.
Some students, however, don't encounter
such problems.
For senior Ian Miller, in
his 9th class registration,

technology has never
been his issue.
"The only problem I've
had is my own procrastination," he said.
Students can register
for classes by going to
my.bgsu.edu to callingthe
University's registration
hotline at 419-372-4444.

Help Wanted

1 Seller's caveat
5 Whistle blower
8 Fight
14 Congeniality
16 Edit
54
17 Online data movement
19 Extinguish
56
20 Clinch a deal, in slang
21 Thing to do on the cautious side?
22 "Man in Black" singer
61
27 Tempt with, as a carrot
62
30 "Typee" sequel
63
31 Highlalutin
64
35 Steak order
65
36 Symphony or sonata
38 High-tech party notice
40 Jungle queen
41 Enjoy a 10-course Chinese meal
42 Categorize
46 Pending
52 VCR button
53 Big name in transmission repair

STILL NEED TO
REGISTER?
Registration start dates:
■ March 12
Students
■ March 13
■ March 15
■ April 2 —
■ April 4 —
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THE WASH HOUSE

lamwta
Centerfl

— Graduate
— Seniors
— Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

1 Put up with
2 An'zona neighbor
3 How board game players
play
4 Ladies
5 First pres. to visit China
while in office
6 Farm song refrain
7 Sell lor
Hatch on the Hill
9 Boglike
37 Sport
10 Adobe file format
38 Academic Web letters
11 Bungler
39 Bigwig
12 Lab subj.
43 End of a threat
13 And so forth: Abbr.
44 Heat again, as water
15 Valuable rock
for tea
16 Top rating
45 Like most streets
22 Yoda. notably
47 Lion-colored
23 Venomous snakes
48 French-speaking
24 Wild way to run
republic
25 Numbered Chan rela49 CPR expert
tive
50
Was
sore
26 Groundbreaking tool ,
28 Protein in wheat prod- *] Smidgens
,ucts
^
54 First day of spnng, to
Vietnamese
29 Zap
55 Miles away
32 Suffix with tact
56
Total
blast
33 Code word
57 Au. on a Spanish
34 Draft choice
periodic table
35 A whole bunch
58 Tokyo, once
36 Former iPod model
59 Bigwig on the Hill:
Abbr.
60 Post-WWII pres.
Cardio-boxing workout regimen
Conforms, or what each last
A IM S W E R S
word of 17-. 22-. 36-and
46-Across literally does
Intensely devoted
Shanghai setting
Woody's wife
Mar.-to-Nov. setting
Court (on)

248 N Main 1419-354-1559
16 beds, 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main'419-353-8826
S beds, 2 booths • appt. available

THE HEAT

TannlngCenterBG.com

525 Ridge 1419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth ■ no ippt. needed

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Do you like to work with people?
Join our wait staff! 21yrs Hover
Inquire at Naslada Bistro, 5-7pm,
m person at 182 S Main St, BG

Kidzwatch - both centers now
hinng FT & PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to into@kidzwatch.net

5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, S1150/mo
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease.
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584.

Lrg 5BR/ 5 person house w/ 2
kltch. 2 baths, deck, carport &
W/D hook-up. Call 419-308-1191.

Domino's Pizza now hiring shift
runner, exp pref. Apply in person
at 425 E. Wooster St, BG.

Goodwill Industries o( NW Ohio
has an immediate opening lor a
Store Manager lor our BG retail
location. This Is a FT position
offering a competitive wage and
lull benefits package . Please
send cover letter and resume
stating salary requirements to:
626 N Huron, Toledo. OH 43604,
ATTN: Chris Recker or email to:
tillnwehlo.org

1 A 2 Bedroom Apartments
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www varsitysquareapts. com

Hiring wait staff and kitchen help.
must be able to work in summer.
Apply in person at:
580 Craig Dr, Perrysburg.
Call 419-874-7079 for directions.

PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUNI
SAVE MONEYI
Maine camp needs tun loving
counselors to teach all land,
adventure, & water sports.
Call 888-844-8080 or
apply at: campcedar.com

SUMMER OF YOUR LIFEI
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children's sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania.
6/16-8/12/12..
H you love children and want a
caring, lun environment,
we need Counselors tor:
Tennis, Swimming, Goll,
Gymnastics, Cheerleadlng,
Drama, High/Low Ropes,
Team Sports, Waterskilng,
Sailing Painting/Drawing,
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking, Batik, Jewelry,
Calligraphy, Photography, Sculpture, Guitar. Aerobics, Video.
Other: Administrative, CDL Driver,
Nurses (RN's & nursing students),
Bookkeeper. Nanny.
Interviews on BGSU Campus
on March 20th. Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Statll
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at:
www.camr.

SUMMER Work For STUDENTS!
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors including
gym floors Starts when school is
out for summer to middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and
lloor sanding machines. Also
measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying
gym lloor finish. We thoroughly
train you in all phases of work.
Job pays $8/hr w/ approx 40-50
hrs per week. Ilex, hours. Must be
punctual, reliable and willing to
accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at
419-340-6270 or (ax resume to
419-841-3910.
Waitressesfoartenders needed at
Doc's Restaurant. Apply in person
at 18625 Main St, Tontogany.OH.
419-823-4081

1 & 2BR apts, close to campus,
ideal tor grad students.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414
1 BR apts, near campus,
Avail Fall 2012, S475/mo, utlls incl
Call 419-352-5882.
2 & 3 BR apts & townhouses,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sts
Leases for May & August.
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
www.nitterdudleyrentals.com
20112-13 SY Leases
3BR house. W/D, central air,
dishwasher, $700/mo.
Avail May 15. 2012
2 upper apts in house w/ shared
bath, $275/mo 8 $350/mo.
Call 419-601-3225 for more inlo!

3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College
$900/mo. inclds. gas. dep. req.
Avail. 8/15/12, year lease
Call 419-601-3108

3BR apt, near campus/downtown.
Avail Fall, $800/mo, utils. incl.

Call 419-352-5882.

4BR houses, 2 car garage,
W/D. AC, lyr lease,
avail May or Aug. Si 200/mo
949 Scott Hamilton. 138 Williams
Call or text 419-654-9512.

"houses S apts almost lull 12-13.
321 E Merry, 5/6 BR. 6 allowed.
Also very close apts, rms & elfic.
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.}—
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Special Notices

HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
Now leasing for 2012-2013 s.y.
1 & 2 BR apts, $375-$650/mo
Call 419-3546036 lor more info!
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www. BGApar1ments.com
HOUSES close to campus!
Price reduoedl May 12/13,
811 Third St. large 4BR.4-5 people, $1200/mo,call 419-352-8064.
www.froboserentals.com

Bartending, up to S300/day.
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.
Something different every night at
Grumpy Dave's Pub!
Mondays - play EUCHRE
Tuesday-Prolessional Comedians
Wednesdays - Hump Day Revue
Thursdays - Open MIc
Fridays - Happy Hours 4-9pm
Bands at 10pm
Saturdays - KARAOKE all night!
www.grumpydavespub com

3 BR house w/ bonus room.
avail June! Si 200/mo t utlls.
Call 419-654-5716.

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

,C „ .

Must see! 4BR. 2 bth apt / 3BR.
1 bth apt.newer carpet, small pets
ok Call 216-337-6010.

3 BR house for rent, includes
W/D, very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800

For Rent

"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Effic. apt, half block from BGSU,
S300/mo includes electric S gas.
Dep. req, avail Aug 15, yr lease
Call 419-801-3108.
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Check Us Out
On Facebook!
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I enjoy
sweating
profusely
while trying
to sleep."
Night sweats?
Let us cool you down.
> Air Conditioning
> FREE High Speed Internet

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Student* Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY a TRUSTWORTHY

> FREE Basic Cable
> FREE DVD Library
> FREE Water & Trash
> FREE Gas Went, Wattr, Cooking)
> FREE Resident Shuttle

> 24 Hr Maintenance
> 3 Laundromats
> 2 Swimming Pools
> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts
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